Simultaneous Kerr comb formation and second-harmonic generation with on-chip microresonators can greatly facilitate comb self-referencing for optical clocks and frequency metrology. Moreover, the presence of both second-and third-order nonlinearities results in complex cavity dynamics that is of high scientific interest but is still far from being well-understood. Here, we demonstrate that the interaction between the fundamental and the second-harmonic waves can provide an entirely new way of phase matching for four-wave mixing in optical microresonators, enabling the generation of optical frequency combs in the normal dispersion regime under conditions where comb creation is ordinarily prohibited. We derive new coupled time-domain mean-field equations and obtain simulation results showing good qualitative agreement with our experimental observations. Our findings provide a novel way of overcoming the dispersion limit for simultaneous Kerr comb formation and second-harmonic generation, which might prove to be especially important in the near-visible to visible range where several atomic transitions commonly used for the stabilization of optical clocks are located and where the large normal material dispersion is likely to dominate. Keywords: four-wave mixing; Kerr frequency comb; microresonator; second-harmonic generation INTRODUCTION Comb-based optical frequency metrology and atom clocks have pushed the measurement of time and frequency to unprecedented precision in recent decades 1 . The recently emerged miniature microresonator-based optical frequency combs (microcombs) can potentially bring this technology from the laboratory to portable applications 2-10 . Microcomb generation is a technique that converts a single-frequency laser pump to a broadband comb source using a high-quality-factor microresonator. The basic mechanism is based on the cavity-enhanced Kerr effect arising from the third-order optical nonlinearity. Rich dynamics have been observed in the comb generation process, such as chaos 11 , mode-locking 12 − 17 , temporal bright and dark solitons 18 − 22 , discrete phase steps 23 and Cherenkov radiation 24 . In addition to ultra-wideband comb generation, the second-harmonic conversion of a fraction of the frequency lines is another key step to achieving a fully stabilized comb source based on comb self-referencing. Simultaneous comb formation and secondharmonic generation with a single microresonator will greatly facilitate this procedure because it avoids the need for additional second-order nonlinear elements. This can potentially be achieved by taking advantage of both the second-and third-order nonlinearities in some microresonator platforms 25, 26 . Nevertheless, compared with a purely third-order system, the participation of the second-order nonlinearity can affect the
INTRODUCTION
Comb-based optical frequency metrology and atom clocks have pushed the measurement of time and frequency to unprecedented precision in recent decades 1 . The recently emerged miniature microresonator-based optical frequency combs (microcombs) can potentially bring this technology from the laboratory to portable applications [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Microcomb generation is a technique that converts a single-frequency laser pump to a broadband comb source using a high-quality-factor microresonator. The basic mechanism is based on the cavity-enhanced Kerr effect arising from the third-order optical nonlinearity. Rich dynamics have been observed in the comb generation process, such as chaos 11 , mode-locking 12 − 17 , temporal bright and dark solitons 18 − 22 , discrete phase steps 23 and Cherenkov radiation 24 . In addition to ultra-wideband comb generation, the second-harmonic conversion of a fraction of the frequency lines is another key step to achieving a fully stabilized comb source based on comb self-referencing. Simultaneous comb formation and secondharmonic generation with a single microresonator will greatly facilitate this procedure because it avoids the need for additional second-order nonlinear elements. This can potentially be achieved by taking advantage of both the second-and third-order nonlinearities in some microresonator platforms 25, 26 . Nevertheless, compared with a purely third-order system, the participation of the second-order nonlinearity can affect the comb self-starting and mode-locking behaviors, resulting in complex dynamics that are far from well-understood.
In this work, we report a nonlinear mode-coupling mechanism that can significantly change the comb dynamics in microresonators with both second-and third-order nonlinearities. The mode coupling arises from the interaction between the fundamental and the secondharmonic waves and permits modulational instability (MI) in the normal dispersion region under conditions where comb formation is typically prohibited in the absence of mode coupling. In both experiments and numerical simulations, we demonstrate simultaneous second-harmonic generation and broadband mode-locked comb generation in a microresonator which shows normal group velocity dispersion for the fundamental wave. Our work reveals, for the first time, to our knowledge, that second-harmonic mode coupling can provide an entirely new way of fulfilling phase-matching for four-wave mixing in the normal dispersion regime and may also alter the nonlinear dynamics in the anomalous dispersion regime.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Silicon nitride microring fabrication
The microresonator we use is a silicon nitride (SiN) microring embedded in silicon dioxide; this is one of the microrings used in our previous report on mode-locked dark pulses 20 . The microring has a radius of 100 μm, corresponding to a free spectral range (FSR) of 231 GHz, and a loaded quality factor of 8.6 × 10 5 . The cross-section of the microring waveguide is 2 μm × 550 nm, and its measured group velocity dispersion in the C-band is 186.9 ps 2 km − 1 , that is, strongly normal. Both a through-port waveguide and a drop-port waveguide coupled to the microring are fabricated. The device fabrication process is as follows. An undercladding layer of 3 μm thermal oxide is grown on a silicon wafer in an oxidation tube at 1100°C. Using low-pressure chemical vapor deposition, a 550-nm SiN film is deposited at 800°C on the oxidized wafer. A negative hydrogen silsesquioxane resist is used to pattern the waveguide and resonator via an electron beam lithography system at 100 kV. After developing in tetramethylammonium hydroxide solution, the hydrogen silsesquioxane pattern is transferred to the SiN film using reactive ion etching. Then, a 3.5-μm-thick low-temperature oxide film, which serves as an upper cladding, is deposited at 400°C followed by an annealing step undertaken at 1100°C in an N 2 atmosphere.
Comb generation and characterization
A detailed schematic representation of our experimental setup for comb generation is shown in Figure 1a . An infrared (IR) tunable laser source in the C-band is amplified and pumps the SiN microring. The light from the microring chip is split into three branches. From top to bottom, the first branch measures the total power in the fundamental IR spectral range, the second branch measures the IR comb power excluding the pump line (the pulse shaper acts as a band-reject filter), and the third branch measures the second-harmonic power (the IR power is blocked by a glass filter). The Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) signal is also measured to monitor the effective pump-resonance detuning when the optical signal is analyzed at the through port 18 (setup not shown).
To probe the phase coherence of the generated frequency comb and to investigate its time-domain characteristics, we have used spectral line-by-line shaping in combination with intensity correlation measurements 12, 13 . The dispersion of the fiber link between the output of the microring chip and the input of the intensity correlator is compensated; thus, we can retrieve the comb spectral phase by compressing the comb to a transform-limited pulse. The time-domain waveform can then be reconstructed through Fourier synthesis based on the amplitude and phase information of the comb. Self-referenced cross-correlation is also measured for comparison.
In diagnosing the comb-formation dynamics, we have introduced a method of fiber comb spectroscopy to measure the relative positions of the microresonator resonances in comb operation with respect to the comb lines (that is, hot-cavity detuning). The principle will be explained in detail together with the results in a later section.
Theoretical model
In microresonators with only third-order Kerr nonlinearity, the evolution of the intracavity field can generally be described by the mean-field Lugiato-Lefever (L-L) equation 27, 28 . When there are simultaneous second-and third-order nonlinearities, a secondharmonic wave may be generated, with the fundamental and second-harmonic waves coupled to each other through second-order nonlinearity. To understand the underlying physics of our experiments, a theoretical model incorporating coupled L-L equations is developed (see Supplementary Section 2 for the equation derivation 29, 30 ). In particular, we find that the intracavity fields at the fundamental and second-harmonic wavelengths obey the following coupled equations:
Here, E 1 and E 2 are the intracavity amplitudes of the fundamental and second-harmonic waves scaled, such that E 1;2 2 represents the power flow; z is the propagation distance in the cavity; τ is the time; α 1 and α 2 are the averaged loss per unit length, including the intrinsic loss and external coupling loss; δ 1 is related to the pump-resonance detuning by 
is the group velocity mismatch; γ 1 and γ 2 are the nonlinear coefficients of self-phase modulation; γ 12 and γ 21 are the nonlinear coefficients of cross-phase modulation; κ is the second-order coupling coefficient;
=L is the coupling coefficient between the pump and the intracavity field, where θ 1 is the waveguide-resonator power coupling ratio for the fundamental wave; and E in is the amplitude of the pump.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Second-harmonic-assisted comb generation Although second-order nonlinearity is absent from bulk amorphous SiN material, it can exist in SiN thin films and waveguides due to surface effects or due to silicon nanocrystals that form in the fabrication process 31 − 35 . Indeed, in our experiments, we find that the selected cavity resonances yield a significant generation of light at the second harmonic of the pump laser. To generate a frequency comb, the wavelength of the pump laser is tuned to~1543 nm. Specifically, the laser sweeps from a shorter wavelength to a longer wavelength across the microring resonance at a relatively slow speed of 0.5 nm s − 1 . The on-chip pump power is~0.4 W. Figure 1b shows the transmission curves measured at the output of the microring chip, with the zoom-in details shown in Figure 1c . Because of the resonance shift caused by the Kerr and thermo-optic effects, the total power transmission has a typical triangular shape 36 . Furthermore, a signal at the second harmonic can readily be detected as the pump laser tunes into resonance. Transition steps, which correspond to the switching of the comb dynamics, can also be clearly observed in transmission curves corresponding to both the fundamental and second-harmonic wavelengths. The PDH signal shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1b indicates that the pump laser in comb operation is always effectively blue-detuned with respect to the shifted resonance.
The optical power shows an oscillation in the region marked with a blue dashed box in Figure 1c . The oscillation occurs on a millisecond timescale and increases in speed as the pump laser is tuned to the red. Oscillation and self-pulsing caused by thermal nonlinearity have been observed in a variety of microresonator platforms 37 − 42 . They generally require either two nonlinear mechanisms with different signs or two excited modes that interact with each other 37, 38 . For our microring, although two nonlinear processes with different response times were observed previously in microheater-actuated tuning experiments 43 , the Second-harmonic-assisted four-wave mixing X Xue et al two processes appear to have the same sign. We believe that the oscillation may involve the interplay between the pump and comb modes with a resonant mode at the second-harmonic frequency. As supporting evidence, we note that (i) the switching of the comb power and second-harmonic power are both observed within the oscillation in Figure 1c and (ii) we did not see the thermal oscillations when pumping resonances of the same microring that do not show secondharmonic generation-including those where we previously observed the linear-mode-coupling initiation of the comb. In the current paper, we focus our investigations in the region where the oscillation vanishes with the pump laser further tuned to the red and leave the development of a detailed oscillation model for future work. The optical spectra measured in a range spanning more than one octave at different pump detunings are shown in Figure 2a (the increase on the low frequency side is due to the optical spectrum analyzer background, not the comb lines). Zoomed-in spectra of the fundamental and second-harmonic waves are shown in Figure 2b and 2c, respectively. Frequency combs can clearly be observed both around the IR pump and its second harmonic. The comb formation can be divided into three different stages as follows. At detuning stage I (see Figure 1c) , only the second harmonic of the pump can be observed, and no comb is generated. With the detuning changed to stage II, a narrow-band fundamental IR comb spaced by 1 FSR is generated, and a few second-harmonic lines appear. The spacing between the second-harmonic lines is equal to that of the fundamental comb. The IR comb then transitions to a state with a much broader spectrum at detuning stage III. A slight change of the secondharmonic spectra is also observed in the transition. The IR comb shows very low-intensity noise (below the noise background of the measuring electrical spectrum analyzer) in most parts of the pumpsweeping process, except in a small region right before transitioning to stage III, where an increased intensity noise is observed. (The intensity noise is not revealed in the transmission curves in Figure 1c due to the smoothing function of the oscilloscope; see Supplementary Section 1 for traces captured with a different data acquisition mode.) Note that the low intensity noise of the broadband comb at stage III generally corresponds to mode-locking and the formation of temporal structures in the cavity 15 − 20 . Figure 3a and 3b show, respectively, the amplitude and phase of the comb lines in the C-band at stage III (here, the comb phase follows Second-harmonic-assisted four-wave mixing X Xue et al the sign convention generally used in ultrafast optics 44 , that is, the field of each comb line is represented by Ae iðotþfÞ , where A is the amplitude, ω is the angular frequency and ϕ is the phase). The only difference between the optical fields at the through and drop ports is the complex amplitude of the pump line. All the comb lines at the drop port arise from coupling out of the microresonator. Therefore, the complex spectrum at the drop port should be the same as that in the cavity, as should the time-domain waveform. However, the pump line at the through port corresponds to the coherent superposition of the pump transmitted directly from the input waveguide and the pump component coupled out of the cavity. Because the complex pump field at the through port differs from that in the cavity, the time-domain waveforms at the through port and inside the cavity also differ 20 . For the specific example described here, the pump lines at the through and drop ports have very close power levels (differenceo1 dB) but have a large phase difference (~2.4 rad). Figure 3c and 3d show the reconstructed waveforms at the through and drop ports, respectively. The drop-port (intracavity) waveform is a Second-harmonic-assisted four-wave mixing X Xue et al dark pulse, which has been previously reported in normal dispersion microresonators 20 . The dark pulse width is~394 fs. Interestingly, the through-port waveform shows a nice bright pulse (width~275 fs). Note that the bright pulse has a high background level, which is limited by the cancellation ratio between the input pump and the dark pulse background in the through-port waveguide. The background level can be adjusted by changing the coupling condition between the microresonator and the through-port waveguide. A close-to-zero background can be achieved for the critical coupling condition. This way to tailor the pulse shape may be potentially useful for applications that require ultrashort bright pulses. The self-referenced crosscorrelation is also measured to further verify the time-domain waveforms 20 , and the results are consistent with those reconstructed through spectral line-by-line shaping (see Figure 3e and 3f).
Reciprocal bright and dark pulses
Hot-cavity detuning measurement
The normal dispersion microring we investigate here is the same ring we used in our previous paper 20 . In that work, we showed that (i) the mode spectrum of the microring is perturbed by the avoided mode crossings induced by linear coupling between transverse modes and that (ii) the phase shifts associated with the linear coupling can enable comb generation, even in the normal dispersion regime, when pumping resonances around a mode-crossing region. This mechanism cannot, however, explain the comb generation described in the current paper. Indeed, a clear signature of the linear-mode coupling induced comb generation is that one of the initial comb sideband pairs always grows from the resonance which is shifted from its natural frequency due to mode coupling 45 − 47 . In contrast, here the laser pumps a resonance 4-FSR (~7 nm) away from the mode-crossing region; no frequency shifts due to mode coupling are observed for the resonances close to the pump from the cold-cavity dispersion profile, and no linear mode coupling induced comb lines are observed anywhere in the greater than one octave spectral measurement range. Of course, the mode-crossing position may slightly shift in a hot cavity when the microresonator is pumped because different transverse modes may have different thermal shifting rates 20 . Thus, to provide strong evidence that the comb generation we observe in Figure 2 is not due to linear mode coupling in the hot cavity, the relative positions of the resonances during comb operation with respect to the comb lines (that is, hot-cavity detuning) are measured. The hot-cavity detuning can be measured using weakly modulated light 23, 48, 49 . In Ref 23 , a probe laser passed through the cavity is used to measure the resonance transmission in the backward direction, and the relative position of the corresponding comb line can be resolved Second-harmonic-assisted four-wave mixing X Xue et al from its beat note with the probe laser. However, this method is not suitable for our setup due to the strong backward reflection of the comb power from the waveguide facet. Here, we use an improved method based on fiber comb spectroscopy. The setup is shown in Figure 4a . A fiber frequency comb with a 20 MHz repetition rate is injected into the microring from the drop port via a circulator. The power of the fiber comb is adjusted such that it does not introduce any observable thermal or Kerr shifting. The fiber comb lines passing through the microring are gathered via another circulator at the pump input port. Meanwhile, a fraction of the microcomb power is reflected to the backward direction from the waveguide facet and goes together with the fiber comb through the circulator (see the illustration in Figure 4a ). The fiber comb and microcomb lines from the circulator are combined with a tunable reference laser, and their radiofrequency (RF) beat notes are detected with a photodetector and analyzed with an electrical spectrum analyzer. To measure a specified resonance and the corresponding microcomb line, the frequency of the reference laser is tuned~10 GHz lower than that of the microcomb line. The fiber comb lines pick up the shape of the microring transmission spectrum and then beat with the reference laser. The relative resonant frequency is obtained by fitting the intensities of the fiber comb lines with a Lorentzian function, while the relative frequency location of the microcomb line is determined directly from its beat note with the reference laser. The hot-cavity detuning, defined as the resonance frequency minus the pump (or comb line) frequency, can then be calculated as the resonance RF beat frequency minus the microcomb line RF beat frequency. Two representative RF beat spectra indicating different detunings are shown in Figure 4b . The measurement accuracy of this method is estimated to be at the MHz level, which is much smaller than the resonance width (~200 MHz). The measured hot-cavity detuning results are shown in Figure 4c . All the comb lines including the pump are always blue-detuned with respect to the resonances (that is, resonance frequency is lower than the frequency of pump or comb line). The detuning value is even larger than the resonance width. At stage III, the detuning versus wavelength is a quadratic function which indicates a normal group velocity dispersion of~190 ps 2 km − 1 , which is equal within experimental error to the dispersion measured for the cold cavity. The jump at~1535 nm is due to linear transverse mode coupling. Note that no detuning jumps are observed for the two resonances adjacent to the pump at either stage II or stage III. This is consistent with our conclusion that the 1-FSR comb at stage II in Figure 2b is not due to linear mode coupling. At this point, we also note that the formation of the comb at stage II cannot be attributed to the usual MI induced by the cavity boundary conditions in normally dispersive cavities 21, 22, [50] [51] [52] : that instability only exists in a region that is not accessed when the pump laser is tuned from blue to red into the resonance 27, 53, 54 , as in our experiments. The comb formation dynamics are not completely analogous to those of self-induced MI lasers, either 55 , since the microresonator we use is a passive cavity without gain medium.
Another interesting feature is that the hot-cavity detuning at stage II shows a linear slope versus wavelength superimposed onto the same quadratic function from stage III, suggesting a mismatch between the comb line spacing and the cavity FSR. To further verify this behavior, the comb line spacing is measured using electro-optic down-mixing 56 , and the results are shown in Figure 4d . The comb line spacing is changed by 212.7 MHz from stage II to stage III, which agrees with the number retrieved from the detuning slope (214 MHz). Remarkably, all the key characteristics observed in the experiments, that is, the transition in the comb spectrum and the abrupt change in the comb line spacing, are accurately captured by the numerical simulations based on a theoretical model that includes the second-order nonlinear interactions between the fundamental and second-harmonic waves. In particular, these simulations unequivocally reveal that the comb formation is triggered by the fundamental − second-harmonic interactions. The details of these simulations will be shown in the next section.
Numerical simulation
As mentioned above, MI is absent from a microresonator with purely Kerr nonlinearity when the group velocity dispersion is normal and when the pump laser is tuned from blue to red into the resonance, as in our experiments 27 ; thus, no comb generation should be observed. (Although linear-mode coupling may enable comb generation 45 − 47 , as we have explained above, our observations in the current experiment cannot be explained by this mechanism.) However, when there are simultaneous second-and third-order nonlinearities, a secondharmonic wave may be generated, with the fundamental and second-harmonic waves coupled to each other through the secondorder nonlinearity. The evolution of the intracavity fields in this case follows coupled L-L equations (see equations (1) and (2) Second-harmonic-assisted four-wave mixing X Xue et al rather than the single L-L equation generally considered in Kerr comb generation. New dynamics may then arise that are responsible for the comb generation described in the current paper. Figure 5 shows the simulation results based on equations (1) and (2), which are very similar to our experimental observations (see Supplementary Section 2.2 for simulation parameters and Supplementary Section 2.3 for a side-by-side plot of the experimental and simulation results). The thermo-optic effect is not considered in the simulation. With the pump laser continuously tuned into the resonance from the blue side, a narrow-band fundamental comb is generated and then transitions to a much broader spectrum, which corresponds to temporal dark pulse formation in the cavity. Detailed MI analyses (Supplementary Section 2.2) show that, due to the second-order nonlinear interactions, the frequency modes of the fundamental wave are coupled to those of the second-harmonic wave, resulting in an effect similar to linear transverse mode coupling. Specifically, in the simulation example shown in Figure 5 , a close-tophase-matching condition is achieved such that one comb sideband mode 1-FSR away from the pump is strongly coupled to its sum frequency with the pump through sum/difference frequency generation. The mode interaction gives rise to phase shifts that result in equivalent anomalous dispersion for the pump and the two adjacent fundamental modes. MI can thus occur, giving rise to the generation of a 1-FSR comb at stage II. The comb state becomes unstable in a small region right before transitioning to stage III, which is consistent with the experimental observation (see Supplementary Section 1). At this point, we emphasize that, as expected based on the strong normal dispersion, no modulation instability (or comb formation) is observed in our simulations when the second-order nonlinearity is neglected (κ = 0). This further confirms that it is precisely the nonlinear mode coupling that permits comb generation for our parameters.
The evolution of the fundamental intracavity waveform with the propagation distance is shown in Figure 6 . Note that the waveform at stage II shows a time drift, which implies a deviation between the comb line spacing and the cavity FSR. The shifting rate is Dt ¼ 5:04 fs per round-trip. The abrupt shift of the comb line spacing from stage II to stage III is then estimated as Dt Á FSR 2 E270MHz, which is very close to the experimental result (212.7 MHz). The mismatch between the comb line spacing and the cavity FSR is caused by the second-harmonic mode coupling, which introduces additional phase shifts to the comb lines when the fundamental wave propagates in the cavity. The additional phase shifts effectively shift the resonances seen by the comb lines, resulting in an equivalent change of the local FSR. This effect is prominent at stage II (which achieves an effective anomalous dispersion for MI) and gets weaker at stage III due to the transition to the broader mode-locked comb state.
DISCUSSION
Very interestingly, MI and frequency comb generation in a cavity that contains a purely second-order nonlinear medium have been demonstrated recently 29, 30, 57 . It should be noted, however, that the mechanism for comb initiation in our paper is different from that in refs 29,30 and 57. In particular, in our setup, the second-harmonic wave is relatively weak compared with the fundamental wave, such that the comb formation is still dominated by four-wave mixing due to the third-order Kerr effect. The role of the second-order nonlinearity is to induce phase shifts around the fundamental frequency (through second-harmonic mode coupling), which enables phase-matching for four-wave mixing. In this sense, the second-order nonlinearity can be regarded as a perturbation to the general single L-L equation. In the future, it would be highly interesting to pursue comb generation with much stronger second-order nonlinearity, as has been partially investigated in numerical simulations 58 .
Currently, the fundamental comb bandwidth we demonstrate is far less than one octave; thus, the external broadening of the comb spectrum will be required for comb self-referencing 59 . Direct octavespanning comb generation may be achieved by reducing the microresonator dispersion for the fundamental wave. Another highly interesting option is increasing the bandwidths of both the fundamental comb and the second-harmonic comb such that their spectra meet somewhere in the middle. This may allow new freedom in microresonator dispersion engineering.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have showed that the interaction between the fundamental and the second-harmonic waves can provide a new way of phase matching for four-wave mixing in the normal dispersion region, under conditions where comb formation is prohibited in the absence of mode interaction. By employing this new mechanism, we have demonstrated second-harmonic-assisted mode-locked comb generation in an on-chip microresonator, which shows normal group velocity dispersion for the fundamental wave. A theoretical model incorporating coupled time-domain mean-field equations is developed, and numerical simulations unequivocally reveal the comb formation process triggered by the fundamental − second-harmonic interactions. Simultaneous comb formation and second-harmonic generation overcoming the dispersion limit would prove especially important in the near-visible to visible range, where several atomic transitions commonly used for the stabilization of optical clocks are located 60 and where the strong normal material dispersion is likely to dominate. We expect that our findings will have a wide impact on the study of nonlinear cavity dynamics with interacting second-order and third-order nonlinearities. Second-harmonic-assisted four-wave mixing X Xue et al
